Seed and the **Aqualene** Sun

After three very exciting and successful 2-Tribes classes, many with the "**Aqualene** Sun" and the "Aqualene transmissions", a gift offered from and the "**Aqualene** transmissions", a gift offered from the amazing collective of Kristics fact that the **Aqualene** Shield will be able to not only shield Earth and this way the **Aqualene** Shield will act as a kind of transmutation screen. It when associated with **Aqualene** transmission RaShaLAe Body activation, is called "Aqualene Sun"). These is called "**Aqualene** Sun"). These powerful Healing Currents will also dissolve the reverse activation of the **Aqualene** Sun within the RaShaLAe Body of people with Aquari coding something called the **Aqualene** Transmissions. This is the name given to the combination of Shield through the **Aqualene** Sun and it is comprised of the Krystal River currents activation of the **Aqualene** Fire Water Flame, which allows the RaShaLAe Body to activate
to activate the **Aqualene** Sun. Later that night, A"sha took us through more technical

---

Krystal River and **Aqualene** Love to you ALL, Georgi Azur"yana Feather The information within
something called the **Aqualene** Sun. To understand Aqualene Sun - what in the world is that? - it activate collectively the **Aqualene** Sun within its collective Rashalae body, as well as that

Field of the **Aqualene** Sun weren't being activated in our fields, because of what journey. If the **Aqualene** Sun field wasn't going to be activated early, that would

to anchor the **Aqualene** Sun. It has to do with Rashalae body activation. It to anchor the **Aqualene** Sun. If they weren't able to do that, there would

frequencies of the **Aqualene** Sun on the Krystal River currents, which are the triple field of the **Aqualene** Sun. So, it would expedite the disintegration of the body you to anchor **Aqualene** Sun, and for your body pattern to be able to come from the **Aqualene** Sun. Both are radiation frequencies that are coming in. The this planet. The **Aqualene** Sun frequencies have a special gift. For those who can first. Once the **Aqualene** Sun fields are activated on this planet, we will have

activation of the **Aqualene** Sun fields in the Rashalae body levels of the people to anchor the **Aqualene** Sun, so this matrix didn't get dragged right in. They layers of the **Aqualene** Sun, for protection here, to stop the Borja from doing wasn't because the **Aqualene** Sun was done here. That had to be done here
fields of the **Aqualene** Sun. Then, we will be able to take that to
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frequencies of the **Aqualene** Sun, which have to do with the frequencies of the
little about the **Aqualene** Sun, because that will progressively assist the body to not
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when this particular **Aqualene** Sun host of Rashalae body was needed, when Urtha Starfire
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theyre called the **Aqualene** transmission. Aqualene transmission refers to that very large powerful blended
the Aqualene transmission. **Aqualene** transmission refers to that very large powerful blended ray that
that, of the **Aqualene** transmission and when you not only run the currents of
its called the **Aqualene** Sun, and its called the Aqualene Sun because it”s the
its called the **Aqualene** Sun because it”s the Aqualene transmission frequencies coming through and
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because it”s the **Aqualene** transmission frequencies coming through and activating the radial body on
gets through the **aqualene** sun that”s going to be around the sun. What Ive
is called the **Aqualene** fire water flame and that is what will allow for
to activate as **Aqualene** sun, where you can actually control the activation of it.
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would activate the **Aqualene** sun field around the outside. I knew they didn"t want
do I use **Aqualene** Sun here? And it”s the strongest protection field and transmutation
its from the **Aqualene** transmission which is all of those blended rays on the
we have the **Aqualene** Transmission which is that plus the Hubs from the AnshaTAsa
being put under **Aqualene** Sun protection which they haven"t told me much about them.
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able to activate **Aqualene** Sun, and that gives a protection field that will at
Earth in its **Aqualene** sun into Sirius B to its core but not fully
are what, what **Aqualene** Suns are and at least that will give you visual
beginning of the **Aqualene** sun activation. Next one please, I believe we go into
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for the full **Aqualene** transmission. It”s funny because, they"ve had us use this as
do with the **Aqualene** Sun core flame that will activate within ... once we

beginning of the **Aqualene** transmission directly. After that point, you can activate this flame bodies with the **Aqualene** Sun, which is that transmutation buffer field that will allow transmission of the **Aqualene** transmission crystals and fire water crystals - I forget what

known as the **Aqualene** Sun. So, the Rashalae body, once it's fully activated, can fully activate the **Aqualene** Sun, or the RishaA body, the body of the Son

activation of the **Aqualene** Sun frequencies from the Aqualene transmissions. So, we'll have the frequencies from the **Aqualene** transmissions. So, we'll have the Aurora zone fields coming from

we get the **Aqualene** Sun frequencies back, we will begin to be able to

layers of the **Aqualene** Sun, so you will have protection. So, even just aiming vertical within the **Aqualene** Sun field will keep you out of most trouble. You

relation to the **Aqualene** Sun activations. When you put those pieces of knowledge together, we do the **Aqualene** Sun activation, which the next part of it is initiating there, because the **Aqualene** Sun and the frequencies it comes in on, or the

you activate the **Aqualene** Sun and it burns off the Net fields? What happens?

Sun, before the **Aqualene** Sun field is activated to buffer it. So, I imagine

culminate in the **Aqualene** Sun activation of the Rashalae body, it means turning on

you activated your **Aqualene** Sun and your coronosphere too fast. We won't have those apply with the **Aqualene** Sun frequencies. From what I've seen in my experience, the
work with the **Aqualene** Sun it will progressively help our bodies to transmute that

progressively with the **Aqualene** Sun activations, begin the process of depolarizing that part of

more with the **Aqualene** Sun and will be able to go into the slide

together through the **Aqualene** Sun. When they are

activated through the **Aqualene** Sun, these Aurora zones will open up as a full bodies, of the **Aqualene** Sun. So, by the time that burst is released, even field of the **Aqualene** Sun that will be around Sala at that point. Even screen of the **Aqualene** Sun, that will take those gamma bursts and transmute them,

planet from the **Aqualene** Sun, even if we didn"t anchor it, they"re coming. They

together, once the **Aqualene** Sun fields fully activate. These are the cloud cities, but

layers of the **Aqualene** Sun frequencies are going to be activating in the planetary frequencies of the **Aqualene** transmission running through them. So they will not just have those frequencies of **Aqualene** Sun came on completely, it is what happened in the is where the **Aqualene** Sun rays are going to activate in the Rashalae body you get into **Aqualene** Sun, but they wanted me to remind everyone about the the level of **Aqualene** Sun activation that would be needed to ... deal with

activation of the **Aqualene** Sun frequencies within the bands and layers - first the activations of the **Aqualene** Sun within the band layers of one through four. That
in beginning the Aqualene transmission in your fields, but you will be able to,

which is the Aqualene Sun, and this is the closest image we've seen here
to what the Aqualene Sun looks like, and what your fields look like, it's
Program Orientation: The Aqualene Transmission Memory Krystals of Caral All the Azurites came together Gyrodome and the Aqualene Sun during this Peru workshop. By the end of the level of the Aqualene Sun and Aurora-I Platform, we will begin the process Level-I activates; Aqualene Level-I activates; Aurora-I Subterranean and Aurora-2 Cloud
Shield activates, beginning **Aqualene** Sun Field Level-1 activation in the Aurora-1 (Cloud Cities). 4. **Aqualene** Sun -1 activation activates and opens the Ecousha-1 Field reaches full **Aqualene** Sun Level-1 activation. 3. Aquafereion Host Shield Umshaddhi Middle

**NaVA 5-8 Aqualene** Sun Level -1 activation Comu NaVA-Ho" Inner Adon

**NaVA-Ho" 3 Aqualene** Sun Level- 3 Activation Aqualene Sun Level- 2 Activation Opens Level- 3 Activation Aqualene Sun Level- 2 Activation Opens Inner Rashala D-3 floors

**Ra-Sha-LAe Aqualene** Sun Level-1 Activation A 1-A2 Merge, Aurora Slide

to activate the **Aqualene** Sun Field Level-1 and your RashaLAe Vehicle through the
turquoise ring-an Aqualene Sun Ring-around the space between the whites of your eyes
pale turquoise ring, Aqualene Sun ring, around the space between the whites of your
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a band of Aqualene bluey-green color, that would activate between the whites of
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turn on its Aqualene Sun which looks like the Fire Water Krystals, the pale

a really large Aqualene Sun Flame. It is coming into its position in the
Bringing in the Aqualene Sun ............................................................. .385 12 Tribes Class
4 ..................................................................................................................................................................
392

and activating the Aqualene Sun Buffer Field The 12 Tribes mission expanded from simple
called the "Aqualene Transmission" by which the Ecka-Veca races of our Eckasha
So the "Aqualene Transmission" was a very long-term evolutionary option that would
line names. The Aqualene Transmission referred to a specific collective of Edonic-Middle-

something called the Aqualene Sun. And we will talk about that part tomorrow, because
to do the Aqualene Sun Initiation at the end of this particular 12 Tribes

ready for full Aqualene Sun Activation, which is that full host for the AnSha-
call the "Aqualene Sun" which is a certain set of Radial Body Activations
Level of the Aqualene Sun Host that is needed to get Earth through Starfire

amplify into the Aqualene Sun which makes it even stronger, which means anything that

something called the Aqualene Sun that forms through, first the Krystal River has to

are calling the Aqualene Sun activations that have to do with the activations that
what"s called the Aqualene Sun activation this evening It will be part of the early activate the Aqualene Sun, and what that"s going to look like, I don't beam on the Aqualene codes, the Aquari line codes. If you have those codes Bringing in the Aqualene Sun So now we"re going to, we"ve got our keys, bringing in the Aqualene sun of the Aquious Matrix to assist in the host keys of the Aqualene Sun into the stream that"s running in the center of crystal of the Aqualene sun. It holds the keys to the An-Sha-TA- these are the Aqualene Sun keys, keys of the Aqualene sun -we are keys of the Aqualene sun -we are going to send them into a sphere of the Aqualene Sun Crystal keeps expanding- exhale down- and notice that your Water Crystal or Aqualene Sun. So we have the first level of Aqualene Sun first level of Aqualene Sun activation. We carry that in our fields now and keys to the Aqualene Sun, which means the keys to the An-Sha-TA- is activating, the Aqualene Sun crystal is activating, as are the codes in your water crystal, the Aqualene Sun with us, we can simply inhale together and our have created an Aqualene Sun vehicle to Orb in and we can simply do hand of the Aqualene Sun which is the keys to the An -Sha- they called? The Aqualene Transmission, alright Now the Aqualene Transmission was another set of alright Now the Aqualene Transmission was another set of currents that came from the is running the Aqualene Transmission. This is a huge current, Eckasha level you know, to include the Aqualene Transmission. They are the frequencies that are necessary to be
for 2047 the Aqualene Transmission, we were going to begin its initial small activation
Host of the Aqualene Transmission alright If it weren’t for the people that bear
can anchor the Aqualene Transmission which will create an activation of the Aurora 4

to run the Aqualene Transmission frequencies more fully, like more fully harmonic compared to
level of the Aqualene Transmissions that will be running from Urtha. If you can’t

to run the Aqualene Transmissions, there is a whole lot of memory in there.

is like an Aqualene Transmission wave that will allow you to frequency ride and

As we run Aqualene Sun Transmission progressively and progressively do activation of the Aurora

form the full Aqualene Transmission. Full Aqualene Transmission allows for activation of the RashaLAe

Aqualene Transmission. Full Aqualene Transmission allows for activation of the RashaLAe Body Host for

River and the Aqualene Transmission. The Aquafereion Races that we talk about, they are

allowed a partial Aqualene Sun activation, only partial .. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

do with the Aqualene Sun Transmissions and bringing in the frequencies that we talked
about of the Aqualene Transmission. It creates, in natural RashaLAe Body activation, the Aqualene

Body activation, the Aqualene Sun. And they call it the Aqualene Sun also because
call it the Aqualene Sun also because it looks aqua color, it’s quite beautiful,

will involve the Aqualene Sun activation, this environment will be poisonous to Thetans and
transmute them. The Aqualene Sun frequencies that run the Aqualene Transmission frequencies have the
that run the Aqualene Transmission frequencies have the ability to transmute the reversed radiation frequencies of the Aqualene Transmission will accelerate healing. It will give you more support.

mean that the Aqualene Sun frequencies are going to be toxic to you. By to run the Aqualene Sun frequencies through your RashaLaE Body without it harming you, to activate the Aqualene Transmissions in a way that it will support them through
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to anchor the Aqualene Transmission frequencies to allow the Aurora Field to activate so Page: 446
they did, the Aqualene Sun would be early activated instead of waiting till 2047 Page: 447
to and the Aqualene Sun activations were begun and enough Deflection Field was put Page: 449
are activating the Aqualene Sun. They are happy that it's going to take out Page: 450
15th when the Aqualene Sun was activated in response to that for protection, we Page: 451
protection of the Aqualene Sun Field which is a particular field of frequency that Field of the Aqualene Sun in the RashaLaE Body around Earth and also assist Page: 452
now basically, the Aqualene Sun activation, the Aqualene Transmissions. So it just up-steps
Sun activation, the Aqualene Transmissions. So it just up-steps the whole program but Page: 455
Field of the Aqualene Sun already, you know, activating So they haven't said there safe with the Aqualene Sun Field activations that are happening in the Indigo Shield. Field of the Aqualene Sun if we are going to be able to help not from the Aqualene Sun as much as it is from the Bardoah pulses Page: 467
to get the Aqualene Sun activated so we can go through StarFire. So I'm Page: 502
uh, is the Aqualene Sun RashLaE Body Activation 1• The KOMU Na-VA-HO-
the Level-1 Aqualene Sun RashLaE Body Activation. Now, these Aqualene Sun Activations are
Activation. Now, these Aqualene Sun Activations are all in the future and exist outside
dedicated to the Aqualene Sun RashLaE Body Activation, which spans May 2007 through
August
the Level-1 Aqualene Sun Activation of the Gyrodome. And thereby, yes and thereby,
the Level-1 Aqualene Sun Activation of the Gyrodome and thereby completion ofT ribes-
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occur. Level-1 Aqualene Sun Gyrodome Activation of the Aquafereion Earth Indigo Host
Shield
to simply The Aqualene Sun RashLaE Body Activation Number 2 The KAMU Na-VA-
the Level-2 Aqualene Sun Rash aLaE Body Activation. And these, like those that
relate to the Aqualene Sun and the fulfillment of some of the more detailed
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fulfilling Level-2 Aqualene Sun Activation of the Gyrodome and completion of 12 Tribes-
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The Level-2 Aqualene Sun Gyrodome Activation of the Aquafereion Earth/Indigo Host Shield
referring to the Aqualene Sun RashLaE Body Activation Number 31 We have been enjoying
fulfill Level-3 Aqualene Sun Gyrodome Activation merger and opening of the A3, Aurora-
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31evels of the Aqualene Sun Field that we will talk about. This is a
the first Planetary Aqualene Sun Activation. And that will begin the process ... it
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levels of the Aqualene Sun Field, which is your RashLaE Body carrying the Aqualene
Body carrying the Aqualene Transmission that we talked about before, which is that combined
level of the Aqualene Sun that corresponds with the level of the phasing cycles
it opens the Aqualene Sun Frequencies in your field and when you don"t need
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these frequencies-the Aqualene Sun Frequencies. You will have much less "driver error"
working with the Aqualene Sun. Because your Merkaba Fields will actually be spiraling within
it and the Aqualene Sun will hold a level of your cognition. If you
intention ... the Aqualene Sun Frequencies already know the directions. Once you have gone
specific mathematics, the Aqualene Sun will take it from there. So you can start
there with the Aqualene Sun. So, this is the beginning of your private relationship.

even with the Aqualene Sun. It is going to start waking things up. It
Fields of the Aqualene Sun opened in the planet, we can begin to downstep
talk about the Aqualene Sun Activations ... the layers of the Rash aLAe Body
we talk about Aqualene Sun Activations that are the Rash aLAe Body turning on the
turning on the Aqualene Transmission Frequencies in the Rash aLAe and progressively
bringing back the
weren't for the Aqualene Sun Fields being activated and the fact that there is
flaring. So the Aqualene Sun Fields are helping that process, so we won't ..
levels of the Aqualene Sun Transmutation Fields, but it will also assist in Sala
... that the Aqualene Sun ... 1, 2 and 3 layers ... the 3
activations of the Aqualene Sun will turn on progressively through the Host Field of
Field when those Aqualene Sun Fields fully activate, but right now, this passage is
to do with Aqualene Sun Field Activation both on The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
turn into an Aqualene Sun ..... inhale ..... exhale ..... and watch the Corona
image of your Aqualene Sun Rash aLAe Sphere ....... all the way down to a
feel for the Aqualene Sun fields with the Rash aLAe bodies in them, down,
your Rash aLAe Aqualene Sun Span Orb is going to independently go. You don't
upward. Imagine your Aqualene Sun Sphere is beginning to drift on its own, just
spheres or the Aqualene Suns of the Rash aLAe bodies of everyone that is
this state of **Aqualene** Sun Rash *aLa*e projection, you don't have to walk. You also in their **Aqualene** Sun Span Orbs. So you are all floating to the

are called the **Aqualene** Sun Fire Water Crystals. These are the crystals that become can activate the **Aqualene** Sun RashaLAe Body within your own RashaLAe Body and auric crystals-these beautiful **Aqualene**-colored crystals that are the Fire Water Crystals. These Fire frequencies of the **Aqualene** Sun activation of your own Rash *aLa*e bodies and your

you do, the **Aqualene** Sun level1 sub harmonics that are the ones that are of this lovely **Aqualene** Fire Water running on the surface of your skin, all simply put the **Aqualene** Sun frequencies dormant, simply intend the command. Use your own control over the **Aqualene** Sun field within your Rash *aLa*e Body and within your now activated the **Aqualene** Sun of his/her or it"s RashaLAe Body and together

squeeze of the **Aqualene** Sun activation and ask for your Advisor to come and around in our **Aqualene** Sun Span/Orb. They call it being "in Sun"

to activate your **Aqualene** Sun and simply intending, vertical up and to what level

Aurora Platforms activate **Aqualene** Sun Fields of Aquafereion Shield @ Aqualene Sun Fields activate

Aquafereion Shield @ **Aqualene** Sun Fields activate AdorA Ecousha Crystal City Linking Platforms @
something called the Aqualene Sun buffer field that is part of what is called

do with the Aqualene Sun activations. There are certain things that happen in the
what is the Aqualene Sun activation. That would actually show between the iris and

currents on the Aqualene Sun activations of the Rasha bodies to just simply go
going to like Aqualene sun and what it will do is, well, I had

allowed. So, the Aqualene sun fields as we call them that have to do

it with an Aqualene sun hug and you find this large nasty looking lizard

is called an Aqualene Sun Activation. So, there are 3 Aqualene Sun activation levels
there are 3 Aqualene Sun activation levels to bring the 4 platforms together and

out to an Aqualene Sun and go vertical (laughs), right, push right, breathe

Sphere of the Aqualene Sun, where the Aqualene Flame shaped Krystal expands to be
Sun, where the Aqualene Flame shaped Krystal expands to be a very large Aqualene
a very large Aqualene colored projection Orb. It"s not a full Orb activation, but
our Spheres, our Aqualene Sun Spheres backward a bit from the center hole, elevator

this that your Aqualene Sun Orb that you've been traveling in RashaLAe in, turns
very, very big Aqualene Sun that turns into a ball of spinning LaVa, love

we have enough Aqualene Sun. Now Aqualene Sun is a frequency that has been progressively activated through

we"ve showed the Aqualene Sun image- they want me to shift gears cause they

image of the Aqualene Sun Fire-Water Krystal in its form, flame form, imagine frequency of the Aqualene Sun out at it as the tracer lines will come... of beautiful Aqualene colour. One and two and on three, 1, 2, 3

day they form an Aqualene Sun Field, they open up a Slide Zone. The first

be here. The Aqualene Sun Gyrodome fields that we"re activating will hold Earth from

When we do Aqualene Sun activations, RaSha body progressive activations, what we"re doing is

more about what Aqualene Sun activation levels are, "cause that just has to

work with the Aqualene Sun fields that are being built through the Gyrodome and

blue pulse, the Aqualene color. When you take that back one step, that"s where carry the Krystar Aqualene colors. If you take it back one to Cousha four,

Fire-Water Krystal Aqualene Sun around you and blow it out to sun form,

is bringing the Aqualene Sun levels into activation. What this means is we are
Aqualene orbs. So, the Aqualene sun activation level opens this slide zone area. In-between

3. So each Aqualene Sun activation level in the field is created from the
blending into the Aqualene sun slide zones. I'm not going into where is everybody,

exhale out the Aqualene Sun from the AzurA point Now I And now, if

around you, your Aqualene Sun Orb around you, and watch that there's some other

little flame, an Aqualene Fire-Water Flame pop up. That Fire-Water Flame will

a core of aqualene color. It is down here, that before too long you

brings up the Aqualene Sun Flame Field in your field and it makes stuff

us talk about Aqualene Sun level activations, there are areas in the field that
layers, called the Aqualene Suns, they are specific bands that actually turn that beautiful
activate. And the Aqualene Sun activations go with each of the Aurora Platform layers.
here. And the Aqualene color is amazing, it's like liquid, but dry and soft,
... anyway. The Aqualene Sun layers activate in The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

colors or the Aqualene color. We would start to see an Aqualene band between
to see an Aqualene band between the whites of the eyes and the iris.

blow out the Aqualene Sun field all around us from the AzurA. Exhale now.

the most beautiful Aqualene light It will be a two-way shower, however, as
a beautiful greeny Aqualene rain coming down through you, coming down through the Eiradonis
rain, the beautiful Aqualene rain come down through you, and now into your physical
too is an Aqualene rain, but it is of a more blue Aqualene color,
a more blue Aqualene color, a little bit more blue-turquoise than aqua greeny
the streams of **Aqualene** running down and upward through you, cleansing the Eiradonis body,
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it in the **Aqualene** showers of the chambers, and then bring the perfected imprint
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the Krystal River **Aqualene** Transmission "Braid" Currents descend opening the Ecousha Seur Ascension
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**Aquafere1on** Opens & **Aqualene** Sun Level 1 activates Initiating activation of AQF. NaVAHo
breath intercepted the Aqualene Flame at the center of the shield down there, this
big kind of Aqualene Sun Burst occurred and streamers went out all over the
the energy, the Aqualene energy that we stimulated in the planetary core is now
landing into the Aqualene Flame that was left at the center of that shield
like a, the Aqualene Blue, like the egg's ring, that would be between the

creates the Gyrodome Aqualene Sun Field, which is the Host Field around Earth's Atmosphere.
Auric Field "Aqualene Sun Fire Orbs", within the Um-shaddhi bands of the

11. The "Aqualene Sun Fire Orbs" release the "Celestalline Wave" of Hydrolase
i.e., Heliotalic, Aqualene Sun, Maharic frequencies) 3. Codes: Use the image of a

and push out Aqualene Sun. Then invoke the protection of the Guardian Alliance. Continue
the Krystics" "Aqualene-Sun-Buffer-Field", (which initiated Jan/2007 with
AnshaTASa Passage & Aqualene Sun Buffer anchor & act. on Earth by Tribes-3

within the "Aqualene-Sun-Buffer-Field". White Dragons" 4/2008 attempt
Aurora platforms activate **Aqualene** Sun fields of Aquafereion Shield G)Aqualene Sun fields activated

Aquafereion Shield G) **Aqualene** Sun fields activated AdorA Ecousha Crystal City Linking platforms @
Seed and the Aqualene Sun, Phoenix, April 2007. (KASA/4DVD/2CDT) Revelations Of The
Aurora platforms activate **Aqualene** Sun fields of Aquafeneion Shield @ Aqualene Sun fields activated

Aquafeneion Shield @ **Aqualene** Sun fields activated AdorA Ecousha Crystal City Linking platforms @

Aurora Platforms activate **Aqualene** Sun Fields of Aquafereion Shield ® Aqualene Sun Fields activate

Aquafereion Shield ® **Aqualene** Sun Fields activate AdorA Ecousha Crystal City Linking Platforms @
topics including the Aqualene Sun, the Transharmonic Time Wave Blend Fields - the blend
Aurora Platforms activate **Aqualene** Sun Fields of Aquafereion Shield @Aqualene Sun Fields activate

Aquafereion Shield **@Aqualene** Sun Fields activate AdorA Ecousha Crystal City Linking Platforms @)
solar flares, the **Aqualene** Sun, surviving until 2047 and beyond, the significance of the Biosphere
of Aquafereion, the Aqualene Transmission Currents of the Tri-Matrix Krystal River Host can

Technology and the Aqualene Transmission Krystic evolutionary option, to protect the Krystic evolution and

River Host Cooperative. Aqualene Transmission (The term Aqualene Transmission refers to 2 interrelated

(The term Aqualene Transmission refers to 2 interrelated aspects of the Krystal River

Milky Way. The Aqualene Transmission Current anchors into various Hosting Territories through the Living

and activated, the Aqualene Transmission Current enables the Aurora Platforms, Gates and Gyrodome Fields

of the term Aqualene Transmission dates back to the 450BYA when the Tri-Matrix

was called the Aqualene Transmission, which specifically involved co-creation and Seeding of the

of the —Aqualene Transmission Currents,— so that they could collectively form the —

AnShaTAsa Passage & Aqualene Sun Buffer anchor & activate on Earth in Tribes-3,

interface, that the Aqualene Buffer field of the Krystal River Host will refract the

God Source); the Aqualene Sun (a Pale Turquoise, spherical, 3-layer frequency field,

25/2007. The Aqualene Buffer Field activates through progressive activation of the 5 EtorA

activation of the Aqualene Sun field activates the 5 AdorA Ecousha Crystal City Linking-

Orbs/Rings, and Aqualene Sun Buffer Field and AnShaTAsa Passage initiations. Featured Techniques: A.

Featured Techniques: A. Aqualene Sun Buffer Field and AnShaTAsa Passage initiations, B. Cloud-Walkers

commences initiation within Aqualene-Sun Buffer Field causing Solar & Earth Core Light Bodies
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also Gyrodome and Aqualene Sun Buffer Field Level-1 Activation; opening Level-1 Aurora
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4- Gyrodome and Aqualene Sun Buffer Field Level-1 Activation; opening Level-1 Aurora
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the Eiradonis, the Aqualene Sun, the —40 Year Time Leap|| (needed to
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Dawn of the Aqualene Sun, and Living the Legacy of Love,|| September 21-25,
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1 releases within Aqualene-Sun Buffer Field causing D-1 Light Body & Atomic
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2 releases within Aqualene-Sun Buffer Field causing D-2 Light Body & Atomic
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3 releases within Aqualene-Sun Buffer Field causing D-3 Light Body & Atomic
Procyak Sa Ha Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 Ka (The Unspoken One) RhAyas RhA-

Aden White Blue Aqualene Suns (Suns 1, 2 & 3) Aqualene Sun-1 2 & 3) Aqualene Sun-1 RhAyas DN5 White Sun-2 Rha-yahs DN4

~ NetEarth V5 Aqualene Sun fV4" Buffer field through Aurora t-- PlatformsA1-A5 ~

Core Internal Creation Aqualene Sun-1 (Ka) & White Sun-2 (Ra)

3. Ah-yah Aqualene Sun-1 \ ... . ...~ ) 21.. AAYha-

Core Plasma Currents Aqualene Sun-1 Ahm-yanas" Cos-MA"-yah DN5 0 White

7) Unspoken Ones" Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 Cos-MA"-yah D-planes <Axis RhAyas Island - Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 D-planes & DN4 D·planes

up span to Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 RhAyas Ah-min"-yah NOTE: RhAyas Ah-

2 Cell of Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 D·planes connects to center of

planes Cos-MA"-yah Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 D-plane to DN4 flows 144 plasma

RhA Command - Aqualene (White-Blue) Suns RhA Command holds & runs the

Ah-min"-yahs Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 Dp (The 3 Ah-min"-yahs-

Command Councils. RhAyas Aqualene Sun-1 & Rha-yahs White Sun-2 DN4 Dp

Ah-min"-yahs" Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 0-planes Internal Creation Aqualene Sun-1

planes Internal Creation Aqualene Sun-1 Aurora Earth DN5 External Creation Aquari Matrix DN5

Location: RhAyas Island- Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 D-planes & DN4 D-planes White
up-span to Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 RhAyas Ah-min"-yah NOTE: RhAyas Ah-
bud cell of Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 D-planes connects to center of Krysta-
Cos-MA"-yah Aqualene Sun-1 DN5 D-planes to DN4 D-plane flows
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Island DN4-DN5 Aqualene Sun-1, White Sun-2/Aqua Sun-3 RhACommand
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DN4 - DNS Aqualene Sun-1, White Sun-2, Aqua Sun-3 RhA Command
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DN4 • DNS Aqualene Sun-1, White Sun-2,Aqua Sun-3 RhA Command
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hous Auros ~ Aqualene Sun >-- m . z f.l)c: <(" HalahD"sAsc.To AAAHumanAscto Aqualene Sun Asc. To DN4 As<:. To Sanctuary Island Sanctum Island

To ANshaTASa gates HostAqualene Sun-1 urora HostAquari MX Sun-2 & 3 Host
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yah Core 1st Aqualene Sun through which the Precession of the Cos-MA"-yah
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Aurora platforms activate Aqualene Sun fields of Aquafereion Shield. @ Aqualene Sun fields activated

Aquafereion Shield. @ Aqualene Sun fields activated AdorA Ecousha Crystal City Linking platforms. @
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ya-TEi Planes Aqualene Sun-1 I RhAyas Command" The 5 Tan-Tri-A"jha

RhAyasAh-min"-yahs AqualeneSun-1 1--------- _tar_!,OQ25_ --~!!\A::Y~~-- DN5 The~
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"RhA Command" Aqualene Sun-1 Tan-Tri-A"jha Twin pair, allow the Plasma

Krystar Chamber to Aqualene Sun-1 of internal Eternal Creation. Activation of the 3
MA"-yah Core **Aqualene** Sun-1 then outward into our Cosmic Matrix. 2. (

MA."-yah Core **Aqualene** Sun-1 & then outward into our Cosmic Matrix. A.

the Sun-1 **Aqualene** Sun Tan-Tri-A"jha Shield). Once activated the "Krystal

**ya-TEi Planes Aqualene** Sun-1 RhAyas Command" The 5 Tan-Tri-A"jha Shields

Ah-min"-yahs **Aqualene** Sun-1 _ !S_ry~ar !oo~s

DN5 0-planes **Aqualene** Sun-1 DN5 0-planes and DN4 0-planes White

up span to **Aqualene** Sun-1 DN5 RhAyas Ah-min"-yahs -------------- _ R!

planes Net Earth **Aqualene** Sun Buffer Field DN1 Net Earth Azu ~te Sa-

RhAyas Ah-yanas **Aqualene** Sun-1 Intern al D-planes } The 3 RhAyas

**hous Auros ~ Aqualene** Sun >-. ro I Zcn " <( i5 e <

HalahD"sAscto AAAHumanAscto **Aqualene** Sun Asc. To DN4 Asc. ToSanctuary Island
Sanctum Island DN2

J gates Host **Aqualene** Sun-11 urora Host Aquari MX Sun-2 & 3

**yah Core 1st Aqualene** Sun through which the Precession of the Cos-MA"-yah

~ 1--++-----------------------------------f-**AqualeneSun**-1 - 5= KaLE RAm Edon
Step-back Path KaLa

White Sun-2 **Aqualene** Sun-1 of ~ Sun-5 of Ta Sun-4

White Sun-2 **Aqualene** Sun-1 o <~<.JH-+~"~...~ori~"""".~:~:~:~;fXt"h":...~:~:~;rh"---

----"-.C-

**-y ya Aqualene** Sun-1 DN5 D-Pianes Plasma Flows 4. Ah-Yho
2. Ah-yAh **Aqualene** Sun-1 DN5 D-Panes 1. Aya Internal Creation 7.

ya-hous-Aquos **Aqualene** Sun-1 6. YA-ya-hous-Auros Aurora Earth DN5
hous Auras ~ Aqualene sun City gate! ~ "[ e <$ ~ ~ ~

B= Aqua Biue Aqualene Sun'1 ""-· ~ ~ / . RhAyes

ya-TEi Planes Aqualene~ 1 The 5 Tan-Tri-A"jha Shields & the "

Root Cell. Governs: Aqualene Sun-1, TanTri-A"Jha Crystal Council-#6, the Cos-Min-
Color: Clear Pale Aqualene "Fire-Ice Plasma". Bio-activation: CK-3-Lotus 

Root Gel. Governs: Aqualene Sun-1. Tan-Tri-A" Jha Clysial CounCUs, the Cos-
Sun-2 ~ Aqualene Sun·l DN50-I)lannes to ON4 Oillalle
of Sun-8 **Aqualene** Sun-1 DN5 (WW-WB-WW Base plas.ma)
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NetEarth Cb.d **AqualeneSun** Citro EDIT BuftefielddvooughAurora PlatlormsA1·A5 "MilkyWII"f K"Iy"sI"
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Core bud cell of **Aqualene** Sun-1 DN5 D-planes connects to center of Krysta-

MA" -yah **Aqualene** Sun-1 DN5 0-planes to DN4 P..plane flows
A"-yah Eternal Aqualene Sun of internal Eternal Creation.) Un ...... RhAyas, One ..... 

CosMA yah 1st Aqualene Sun of Internal Eternal Creation) Krysta - A"jha Ah" -

M.A"-yah Aqualene 151 Sun). The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series© 1999
"White-Blue-**Aqualene**" Phims: RhA-ya-phim: "Keepers of the Eternal Trinity

Trinity Shield & **Aqualene** Flame"""" • The "White-Blue-Core Host Shield" -

Ray Blenders: RhAyas, **Aqualene** Sun-1 Internal Ether Command DN-5-6 Rha-yah,

Ajhanan-Tri-A" Lah, **Aqualene** Sun-1 Internal Ether Command ON-5, K+? Rha-yah

Tri-A" Lah RhAyas- **Aqualene** Tantri Shield- Aqualene Sun-1 Ether Command Internal Creation and

Aqualene Tantri Shield- **Aqualene** Sun-1 Ether Command Internal Creation and DhA-ya-TEi

A"-yah Eternal **Aqualene** Sun of internal Eternal Creation.) Un ...... RhAyas, One ..... 

CosMA yah 1st **Aqualene** Sun of Internal Eternal Creation) Krysta - A"jha Ah" -

MA"-yah Eternal Aqualene Sun of Internal Eternal Creation,) Un RhAyas. Ett Lys One

the CosMAyah 1st Aqualene Sun of Internal Eternal Creation) Tan· Tri·Ahura

Cos-MA"-yah Aqualene 1st Sun). Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings n., ShiftMasters™ Course Series

Command Cathedral1 (Aqualene-White/Blue Sun 1) Ether Command Sun 8 Core EFFi
Details of the Divorce between Speaker 1 & Speaker 2

ARhAyas Productions
Aurora Platforms activate Aqualene Sun Fields of Aquaferelon Shield @Aqualene Sun Fields activate

Aquaferelon Shield @Aqualene Sun Fields activate AdorA Ecousha Crystal City Linking Platforms @

2027-2047 E. Aqualene Aria- 2rv-- TRH u-ah Flows 9 \ Median Earth
Aurora Platforms activate Aqualene Sun Fields of Aquafereion Shield @Aqualene Sun Fields activate

Aquafereion Shield @Aqualene Sun Fields activate AdorA Ecousha Crystal City Linking Platforms @

2022-2027 E. Aqualene Ariea- 2047- TRHu-ah Flows \ 9 3 Median Earth

Complex-1 "Aqualene Shield"-Sun-1 Aqualene Blue-White) Following the 8/2011

Shield"-Sun-1 Aqualene Blue-White) Following the 8/2011 Up-Shift of the

Pana-Co-LA"Ra Aqualene Golden-Silver Shield composed of 5 Integral time-Wave Encryptions.

1 & 8-Aqualene & Golden-Silver EA = Elemental Array EA·2

S: Ariea (Aqualene- Ether) ELF Power-Phose Code-The Auh-Tro"-IhU Triptec

Flows Round-5 Aqualene (Ether/ Et-ta-Ur) The "Seeds of Pana-

Flows Round-S Aqualene (Ether 1 Et-ta·Ur) The"Seeds of

Round'S Aqualene (Ether I Etta Ur) • Cathedral Template - 1

Flows Round-S Aqualene (Ether I E"-ta-Ur) Adashi-3 + Eckashi-

• Round-S Aqualene TrhU"o(Jh Flows accrete • Plontlnum ~ed KHY-Yon
Flows Round-S **Aqualene** (Ether I E"-ta-Ur) Adashi-3 + Eckashi-

Flows Round-5 **Aqualene** (Ether I E"·ta·Ur) Allow pau

- Round-S **Aqualene** TrhU"-ah Flows accrete 0 • Plantinum Seed KHY·

Flows Round-S **Aqualene** (Ether I Etta Ur) • The "Pink Fire"

VARs Sequence- Cathedral! **Aqualene** Shield - Primary Elemental Ether Command- Templar Activations Cycle 2047+

VARs Sequence- Cathedral1 **Aqualene** Shield-Primary Elemental Ether Command- Templar Activations Cycle 2047+ Core

VARs Sequence- Cathedral! **Aqualene** Shield- Primary Elemental Ether Command- Templar Activations Cycle 2047+ Round-

**S: Aria (Aqualene- Ether) ELF Power-Phase Code -The Auh· Tro"-**

**S: Aria (Aqualene- Ether) ELF Power-Phase Code -The Auh-Tro"-JhU**

**na Sequence; Cathedral! **Aqualene** Shield - Primary Elemental Ether Command Panah-KHY ELF TrhU"-**

**LA"-Ra Cathedral-! **Aqualene** Ether (Platinum Cycle Flows) from the Eff-1"- yah**

Receive 5th Round **Aqualene** Ether K+B Quantum Boost from the Eff-1"- yah

8 Quantum Boost **Aqualene** Ether infusion from Eff-1"- yah ELF LUV fields into

**R-5 Ariea- **Aqualene** TrhU"-ah Flows Accretion Round "Aqualene Shield" (Cathedral Accretion Round "**Aqualene Shield" (Cathedral 1) "Self in the ELF": Progressive**

**S Ariea -**Aqualene**), the Pana-Co-LA" -ra Platinum Seed standing-wave-**
yah Cycle "Aqualene-Gold Shield"- (Cathedrals 1 & 8) Restoration of the
Fulfillment of "Aqualene-Gold Shield" -(Cathedrals-1 & 8) "Transfiguration of
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im-a"rha/ Emancipation Aqualene-Platinum Shield" (Cathedrals 1, 8 & EFFI Pana KHY)
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R-5 Ariea- Aqualene TrhU"-ah Flows Accretion, & Platinum Seed Embodiment: "Aqualene
of the "Aqualene Shield" -(Cathedral-1) "8-point Eff-1"-yah Pana-
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Fulfillment of "Aqualene Gold Shield· (Cathedrals- & 8) "Transfiguration
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im-a"rhal Emancipation: Aqualene-Platinum Shie/d"-(Cathedrals-1, 8 & EFFI Pana
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of the "Aqualene-Platinum Shield" (Cathedrals 1, 8 & EffFI Pana
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R·S Aqualene/ CT 1/ Et-ta·Ur trhU"alr flow) accrete (
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·KHY Domains Aqualene-Platinum/CTI, 8 & EFFI Pana·KHY/Pana
Cave Dwellers' Domains Aqualene-Gold I CT 1 & 8 I Et·ta
T.Body access: Aqualene·Gold ArhAyas D·Pianes & 3 Elf·